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Purpose of Report 

The purpose of the report is to inform members of a new Lottery programme “Living 
Landmarks” and to seek approval to commence work on a possible submission to Phase 1 
of the Fund. 

Background 

The Living Landmarks Fund has f 140m to spend on two streams of funding. One covering 
a single grant of f25m - f50m to be awarded in conjunction with the People’s Millions 
scheme and another covering a small number of grants between f25m and f50m. 

Charities, statutory authorities, charities formed as trusts, charitable or not-for-profit 
companies or companies are all eligible to apply but not for both streams. 

There is a two-stage application process for the scheme, the first of which involves 
submitting an application by 6 January 2006. After an initial assessment, Big Lottery Fund 
technical advisors will carry out a more detailed review which will include a visit to discuss 
the project in detail. This assessment phase will last until May 2006. 

The technical advisors will then make their recommendations to the programme committee, 
who will decide which projects to invite to stage 2, involving the offer of a development 
grant for long-listed projects. Development grants will be up to a maximum of f250,OOO 
except for those organisations applying for the f25m - f50m grant who will be entitled to a 
grant of f500,OOO at this stage. Stage 2 applications have to be submitted by 31 January 
2007. All successful applicants would start to receive funds in August 2007. 

The Big Lottery Fund will award up to 75% of the total capital costs of the project, with the 
rest to be provided through partnership funding. Applicants can also request either 
revenue or endowment funding of up to 10% of the capital requested. 

The Living Landmarks scheme has been designed to inspire communities to transform, 
revitalise and regenerate the places where they live, through social and community projects 
and major infrastructure investments. The Fund will support projects which: 

Meet an identified need and have clearly defined outcomes and benefits. 
Have strong stakeholder and partnership involvement and are developed strategically. 
Transform and revitalise communities and the physical environment. 
Inspire both the general public and their communities through unparalleled community 
involvement in planning and development. 
Offer inspirational design solutions and enhance the physical environment and the 
community. 



0 Promote sustainability through lasting improvements to the physical environment and 
the community. 

3. North Lanarkshire Council Submission 

3.1 In the period since the announcement of the Fund, the External Funding Team has: 

0 Organised a small workshop with the members of the Regeneration Steering Group in 
the Planning & Environment Department to discuss possible project ideas. 

Organised a pan-Lanarkshire workshop with the members of the Tourism & Image sub 
group of the Local Economic Forum to discuss possible Lanarkshire bids. 

3.2 Following these discussions it was agreed that a proposal should be submitted to the 
second strand of the Living Landmarks Fund which will fund projects between f 10m and 
f25m. 

3.3 While none of the project ideas considered by the workshops was felt to be ideal, the 
strongest proposal was one which relates to a possible economic regeneration strategy for 
the Shotts area of North Lanarkshire. The aim of the project, which would involve close 
joint working with Scottish Coal, is to regenerate the area around Shotts which has suffered 
from the decline of coal mining via a series of interlinked projects which would address: 

0 

0 

Public access - paths which link communities together as well as linking to other rights 
of way. 
Renewable energy - planting of short rotation willow coppice to provide a renewable 
energy crop for use either in a local district heating scheme andor for power generators 
elsewhere. 
Biodiversity - creation of wetland areas and planting of native trees. 
Employment - establish eco friendly work spaces. 
Land art - develop the theme of land art in the North Lanarkshire area. 

smallholdings. 
Lowland crofting - introduce a pilot project for lowland crofting or community 

3.4 The original project concept has been developed by Scottish Coal but any submission to 
the Living Landmarks Fund would require to be developed in partnership with Central 
Scotland Forest Trust, the Forestry Commission, SEL and the local communities 
themselves. 

4. Corporate Considerations 

4.1 At this stage there are no immediate financial considerations for the Council other than the 
need to meet some limited consultancy costs which will be incurred in the preparation of 
the Stage 1 application. It is estimated these costs will be in the region of €20,000 and will 
be met from existing project development budget lines. 

4.2 In the period up to 6 January, the submission date for Stage 1 applications, the Council's 
External Funding Team, in partership with the key players, will work up a more developed 
project brief which will include a more detailed breakdown of costs. Once these costs are 
known, a further report will be brought to Committee to seek approval to proceed with the 
application process. 



5. Recommendations 

5.1 It is recommended that the Committee:- 

0 note the content of the report; 

0 agree to further development of the Living Landmarks submission and 

0 note the intention to report to the January Committee, once more detailed project costs 
are known, to request final approval to continue with the application process. 

David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 30 September 2005 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information please contact Kirsten Sams, 
Policy & Economic Development Service at TelOl236 616214 


